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ı. Introduction

The main purpose of this study is to show the place of institutional economics in
economics.

Economic thearies are drawn from the economic activities of human beings. All
economic theories have their own analytical tools in order to examine the economic
activities of human bCings. The main analytical tool of classical economics is supply and
demand; Keynesian economics uses aggregate consuplion and investment. The Veblenian
Dichotomy 1 is the main analytical tool of the institutional aspect. Therefore,
institutional economics has been shaped by the Veblenian dichotomy and has laken a
spccial place in the world of economics.

The second section of this study explains how institutional economics defines
economics and how it differes from other approaches. The third section of this study
exposes the method that is used by the insliıutionalİsts to find out solutions to the real
life social, political and economic phenomena. The forth section of this study iIIustrates

*Veblen wrote his revolutionary article titled "Why is Economics not an Evolutionary
Science?", which was published in Querterly Journal of Economics, in 1898. In his article,
Veblen precisely defined institutional economics. Institutional economics is also known
as evolutionary economics.

**This article is dedicated to Thorstein B. Veblen, who is the founder of ınstitutional
Economics.

** *Assistant Professor of Economics, Ankara University, Faculty of Political Science,
Department of Economics.

1In his works, Veblen expressed the dichotomy in two distinct forms: institutional and
technological. To Veblen, economic life is best understood as the simultaneous evolution
of technologyand institutions. The term dichotomy' differs from the term duality.
Dichotomy in general is a division into two separate but related parts; however, duality.
like dichot9my, consists of two parts, but there are no relations among the parts.
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the theoretieal eoneepts of institutional eeonomies and gives a broad overview of
prineiple ideas of institutional economies. Furthermore, section four eompares the
institutional economies with Keypesian and classieal economies in same respects. The
forth section ineludes some conclusions and implications.

ii. Definition of Institutional Economics

The traditional view of economies defines the economies as allocation of searee
resourees among insatiable wants. on the eontrary, the institutional viewof economies
defines the economies as a :;ocial science that exmines material aspeets of human
exİstence. Thus, in its widest sense the institutional econornics is a study of how and in
whieh way human beeings make a living. '

The widest definition of economies by theinstitutionalists means that the number
of legitimate questions that may be asked and issues that may be brougt about by the
current economic systems is devistatingly increased. Another meaning of the
institutionlistsı view of defining economles is that in order to address the questions and
issues that are raised by the eurent economic system s and situations knowledge from
other areas such as political science, anthropology, philosophy, psychology, history,
biology, physics, chemistry, sociology, history of science and technologyare integrated
into the inquiry. This can cam;e some degree of confusion for the reader and may raise
question how and in what respeet such areas are relcvant to economics. The answer for
these questions is straightforward. Human activity occurs as a whole. It is broken into
parts with each aspect creating paudns of human behavior. There are no political
activities that are not separatı~ from economic activities. Similirly, social activities are
closely related wiLh economic and political activities. AIso, history permits societies to
see where they have been and lıow they got to where are, and helps to extrapolate where
they will be headed. Therefore, when instituLİonalists focus specifically on economie
activities, they try to examine lhem in the context of the whole,human behaviour ..

This should not be understood as whenever institutionalists encounter with
economie problem s or issue~: they always use aıı the available knowledge that are
mentioned in above paragraph. It should ,be linderstood as other areas of human
knowledge are not automaticaııy excluded beeause they lie outside of the seope of
economic inquiry.

Additionaııy, institutioııl economics is a way ofdissecting the economy and
eeonomie behavior based upon the evolution of social practices, and the relation to
survival and making a living. Institutional economics investigates the way human beings
make a living, through analyzing the interacıion of technologyand inslilution, and how
the se two components can joinıJy determine "the material weıı being of all of us laken
together.,,2

III. Method of Institutional Economics

2Brazelton, Sturgeon, Weintl, Alternative Streams in Economic Analysis,p. 66.
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In the process of analysing economic problems, we economists use various
different types of methods. Methods appear 10 be the most important and may be the
most difficult part of the field of economic.

, /

Institutional economics is built on the evolutionary method. That is:

A way of knowing and doing what relies on experience, experiment, trial
and error. It is based on the proposition that what we know and do is an
ever changing cumulative process. A proces in which what we have
known and have done develops, gradually or sometimes rapidly, into what
wc know and do.3

Theevolutionary method strogly supports the idea that knowledge progresses as a
continues process. According to institutionalists view, knowledge may not be advancing
and kept continuously in every aspect of life. Knowledge is' not either absolute or
immutable in character. As pointed out above, knowledge, in time, can ev olve and
change.

The evolutionary method incofporates with the means ends continum. This
continum is based on the idea that there is no final end toward which the economy is
moving. Rather human beeings are moving lOward an endless succession of means each
of which becomes an end. This is anever ending process. When a human being faces
with a problem, his willingness to solve this problem becomes his end-in-view. He
select a means to this end hoping to reach to a solution of the problem. if the problem is
solved, the human being will not stop living and confront other problems. Thus, this
shows as that there is no final end that'means become ends. This view can have very
complex implications. First implication is that when there are several ways to sol ve the
problem how do we choose the means to an end. Second, once chosen how do we know
if we are right. Third, if we are wrong what do we do about it. All of these questions
involve not only how we know, but what we know ~nd what we value.

The continuum of means and ends is based on attemting to understand the
consequences that stern from choosing alternatiye means. Moreover, the process of
selecting these means is built on the proposition that continuity of life .process is
important and valuable. But how do we know which means will yield which
consequences. According to the institutionlists view individuals and societies base these.
selections on two different ways of knowing and doing: experiment, science and emprical
evidence, and supersitition, myth and belief in supematural forces. These two ways posit
a fact based cause and effect relationship. Nobody believes in supematural forces without
beli ev ing in the fact of these forees.

In addition to this, the institulionalists analyze the economy as a whole as part of
an evolulionary process. From this point of view, Instİtuionalists have constructed a
scientific paradigm for the analysis of the evolving economic system in which
disequilibrating forces are more prominent than equilibrating forees. Moreover, the
instituional theory emphasizes that individuals have both competiliye and cooperative or,

3lbid, p. 67.
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collective psychological tendencies. In advanced industrial westem economies, there is an
emergency connict benween individual action in the private sector and collective action in
the public sector. This connicl. has many disequilibrating effects, and this can be resolved
by the institutional economists' opinion only when collective action in the public sector
provides the necessary overal! guidance for individual action in the private sector.

IV, Theoretical Concepts of Institutional Economics
\

According to institutional economic theory, the economy is the product of
cumulative action carried out and gained significance from the culture of society. Culture
is defined as the past experiences of both material and immaterial of a group of people.
Obviously each person is bom in a paricular culture, and absorb basic features such as
language. customs, traditiorıs. They also absorb the atller aspects of the culture. its
particular myths and legends as well as tools and skills cuhure provides the milieu fqr the
continuity and growth of human experience. Cultures are not simply conglomerations of
human activities. Moreover, ,ince it is these activities we select to understand, we break
culture dow n into pieces to try to see how the pieces work and we try to fit pieces back
together. The two majör a~;pects that we break culture into are technological and
institutional. Therefore. all cııltures have two haritages, two way of knowing, valuing,
doing, analyzing and this means that both aspects of culture are ways.{>f behaving and
both explain human behaviour. including economic behavior. The institutional haritage
is based upon a ceremonial sy,tem that is derived from myths, legends. and traditions. As,
defined culture is a product of interaction of tools and symbols, technological and
institutional forces these characteristics of culture shape the human behaviors and the
activities of human beings. Therefore, as mentioned carlier all cultures have two different
accumulated modes of behavior that constitute theirsocial knowledge. The first form of
behavior is institutionaııy and the second form of behavior is technologically determined.
Recognition of the technological and power aspects of behavior and their relationships to
each other, is involved in the separation that was common to Veblen's work the
dichotomy of business and industry. Bccause to Veblen, industry is productive process of
making goods while business is the predatory process of making profits. Therefore. to
Veblen economic life as best understood as the simultaneous evolution of technologyand
institutions. The back grounds for considering the technological - instİtutional
dichotomy as a meaningful tool for social analysis are the concept of social structure and
the modem antropological development of the concept of culture.

Institutions involve traditions and patterns of behavior which are neither feasible.
in the direct sense, nor are capable of taking space. Furthermore, institution is regarded
by institutionalists as a nondynarnic organized, lcamed aspect of human behavior. The
institution is social phenomena that can only be verificd by the use of ceremonial logic.
Ceremonial behavior has its Ileritage the accumulation of myths. symbols, and legends
that are currently diffused throughout the existing culturc. Wc can not take the cultural
differences as given in our analysis because the institutional factors must be part of the
subject mauer under invcstigation. Therefore, it can be thought that institutions are
concemed by Veblen to be patterns ofbehavior and primarily habitual in character.

In addtion to that, an institution is assumed to have histarical development that is
subject to change. eventhough they may seem to display the character of performance.
However. thcse characteristics of insitııtions do not suggest explanations for changes that
are continuously going on in institutional paterns. Thererore, the dynarnic elements can
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be found in the technological view, thus, institutional - ceremonial concept is past
binding non-dynamic organized, learned aspect of human behavior. On the other hand,
technological aspect of the institution is dynamic and' changing, evolutionary, in concept
never ending, continous organnized, learned part of human behavior. If we can not see our
technological cmplement in developmental terms, we can not understana the social
concequenccs of technological growth and ilS impact on institutional behavior patterns.
The difference between the old habilS ans the new models of behavior brought on by
technological will usually create an unsetling situation and uneasy adjustment to the new
conditions of experience. Howevcr,.the faclS of technological development and growth are
definitiye and fundemantal in the sense that they continue to advance and grow and
condition our Iİves in anever ending process of development. This does not mean that
technological will always continue to develop in an irrespective manner of the nature of
the institutional patterns around it; howcvcr, it docs not mcan that it will be the
technological growth that will be decisive to look back institutional patterns. The effeclS
of technological developmenlS are to shake the institutional patterns and require change of
habitual ways of doing things. As a result of this, the concept of technology is explained
by institutionalists as an internally dynamic, organized, learned aspect of human
behavior. This aspect of human behavior develops and accumulates from the process of
tool using. AIso the process of trial and error resullS in cultures developing new skills,
tools and thus new forms of human behavior. Since all inventions, the technological
process may be regarded as sclf-correcting in the sense that it will always comply with
the requiremenlS of the means-end continuum. Therefore, the technological aspect of
human bchavior is changing and never endingo Therefore, the principles of economics can
not be adcquately constructed without analyzing the institutionl and technological aspeclS
of human behavior.

As is stated above, economic theories are e10sely related to human bchavior.
According to Veblen, human behavior is problematical; whenevcr a problem arises in rcal
life, we economists try to use different types of tools and/or methods to find out
solutions. However when we find a solution to a rcal life economic problem, another
problem arises. if an economist tries to solve a real life problem, he has to apply the
theoretical concept. As Jerry L. Petr concisely poinlS out that the economic problem has
been identified in accordance with the recognition of a disqepancy between what is and
what ought to be between what gocs on here 'and what ought to go on hcre.4 The
rcsolution of an economic problem has been identified as the distruction of that
discrepancy. Since what ought to be in economic rclationships is the application of the
theory of value, and since economic problcms can not be resolved or conceived without
some comprehension of what ought to be, it becomes e1ear that significant economic
analyses necessarily involves the application of the theory of value. As is pointed out
above, because of the evolutionary nature of the institutional approach, ilS main concem
is the changes ,in social and economic life. Therefore, as Alkinson states, it is crucial
frofTlan economistsı view of point whenever there are economic problems to be solvcd in
rcal life, social values must always be incorporated into the theory and analysis. As a
result of this, the 'principal duty ofeconomislS is to tryto find out theoretical basis,
tools and methods to solve real economic and social problem s facing real people in their
everyday life. As ismentioned above, institutionalislS use the instrumental theory of

4peır, Jerry L., "Fundamentals of an Instİtutİonalist Pcrspective on Economİc Policy",
Journal of Economic Issucs, vol. i8, no. i, March 1984.
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valuing in the process of solving real life economic and social problems.Indicated by
institutionalists, there is no permanent solutions to economic and social problem s that
human beings encounter in evcryday life, because as social scientists (especiaııy
economists) find out solutİons or the problems in the on-going life process, other
pn>blems arises. Conseuently, the institu~onal theory of valuing calls'for evaIuating the
alternatives to any problem by the use of instrumentallogic and the process of trial and
error.Adaption of new values should bear in mind their positive contribution to life
process. Since it is determined that life is an oncgoing, active process - in other words,
the theory of institutional ı~conomics is based upon the idea of the ends in view -
therefore, institutional economics casts the solution proposals for the social and
economic problems in a form dcsigned to influence the courSe of society toward such
ends.

Moreover, according to institutional economic theory, institutionalism is the way
of improving condiLions botll in social and in econamic lives by us ing available tools
that societies in which wc live have. Peepleis wants and rieeds can change as technology
evolves and social and economic conditions of societies improves as a resull of new tool
creation process and invenıions. Thus, according to instiıutiona,list economic theory,
social and economic conclilions and Iives of socieıies are coninuum, wiıh development
and adaption being its precis~ characıersıics. ConsequenLl y, insLilutional economists have
to account todayis developınents to propose sıiilable policy adaptions for tornorrow.
Additionally, institutional economic theory strogiy supports the idea that the evolution
of societies would continue unıil the end of ıhe world. As a result of this continuily of
development and accumulation of human knowledge and of technological condiLions that
societies have, insLitutional economic theory is regarded ,as being active rather than
passiye. Because insıilutional economic theory is fact-based, ıhe objective of institutional
econornic theory is experiment-based rather thaneleganı, to explain real world
phenomena rather than artifical and imaginary world phenomena. For example; the
institutional thcory of consuJltion and production tries to explain why we consume and
what we do, and what and how we consume goods and services by evaluaLing rcal life
experiences. Therefore, inslitııtional economic ıheory is aimed to meet peopleis real needs
and wants, and to make life herable for aıı of us.

Additionaııy, insıİlutİonal economic theory is holistic in ils nature. According to
institutional economic theory, most of the problem s that societies face today are political
and must be seen in historical pcrspective. Furthermore, institutionalists indicates that
consuption and production processes are not only relaıed to past experiences, but are alsa
politica1ly affected by each other.

Furthermore, in irısLiıuıional economic thcory, the relationship betwcen theory
and policy proposals is clefined as non-dogmaıic, and democraLic in nature. In instiLutional
economic theory, economic instituıions define the produclion, distribution and conuption
of goods. To the instituıionalisı approach ecnomic policies have to be changed and
designed to cateh technological chariges. Moreover the instilutionalist approach inc1udes
democracy in the process of policy formation. In order to improve the life process,
principle holds an importanı place. nıe qua1ity of human experience is the end-in-view.
Policies are drawn with respecı lO lhe quality of life. Thus, it is expected thaı society
would be involved in policy formaıion. Therefore, the community provides final policy
evalualion.
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In the inslİtutional economic theory, economic institutions define the production,
conumption and distribution of goods. The central scope of the IET is the nature of
economic inslİtutions. However, in the classical economic theory, the production,
consumption and distribution of goods are defined by laws. Furthermore, classicists
assumcd that economic prOCess were based on objective, mechanical laws and not on
man-madc organization and arrangements. Furthermore, the classicist consider that
economic variables intcract in a mechanical manner. This process of interaction would
lead society to an absolute reality, if it is left alone. This reality is attained through
obscrving natural laws which Jead to'natural order. The classicists also believe that the
form of the economic organization is fıxed.

On the contrary, to institutionalists, the form of the economic organization
changes through technological progress because, to them, technological progress is a
dynamic andnever-ending human behavior. On.the other hand, institul;ionlists handie
economics as an evolutionary aspectof human nature.

Furthermore, institulİonlists have solutions to current economic problems as well
as social problems. One of the major shortcomings of conventional economics is that it
docs not include within its scope a consideration of many of the social and political
factors that are closely associated with economic factors in the real world. The recent
tendeney to convert economics into political economy is evidence of the growing
recognition that all these factors should be integrated as far a possible in dealing with
such problem s as domestic and intemationalinstability, environmental deterioration and
the gap between the rich and poor countries. Since the institutionalists do not believe in
fix~d boundaries to the scope of economjcs, they have.emphasized the importance of an
interdisciplinary approach to the problem of the developed and the underdeveloped
countries. .

Institutionalists are not utopians: they always deal with real world economic
phenomena, and they generaııy try to solve the cconomic, political and social probİems
which society faces. To them, society is an ever-changing organic pattern of closely
interrelated and interdependent instilutions amenable to intelligent control by their
members, and problem s of society are all mixed and composite; thus, the institutionalists
handIe the problem s as a whole. Furthermore, institutionalists are holistic and
evolutionary in their analyses. From this point of view the institutionalists share basic
ideas with the marxist approach.

Another area to which institutional cconomic thcory has contributed is concemed
with the dccline in the effectiveness of Keynesian economics as a means of solving the
pressing problem s of industrial western economies. Institutionalists believe that
obviously the Keynesian approach has an explanation for the rccovery from a depression
or recession; however, the Keynesian approach has difficu1ty in explaining how to keep
economic stability at a full employment level one e it has been reached. On the other
hand, the Post-Keynesian approach seems to handIe the problem oC industrial westem
economies such as France, Germany and the Scandinavian countries. In these countries,
the income policies and the identification of national goals show that a degree of
cooperation among organized business,labor and the govemment is necessary if these
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issues are to be handled successfully.5 The institutionalists state that their approach,
whiçh emphasizes the role of eollective action in control of individu~l aetion in the
economic sphere, has much more to offer eeononomists who are moving towards a Post-
Keynesian economy than dcx:s conventional Keynesian economics.,

Lastly, institutionalistsi ideas of economie theory are related to the future. The
mainslream institutionalisLS, sueh'as Ayres, Myrdal, Colm and Galbraith, the economies
of future will be political economics. Although there is no time period specified, world
economics seem to be changing in that direction.

v. Conclusions

In conelusion, insttutional economics slresses looking at the economy as a whole,
as part of an evolutionary process. Although the institutional, Keynesian and Marxist
approaches have some similarilies, the institutional approach differs from calssical
economics in terms of their principals. The institutional economic theory is related to
and shares some ideas witb other social and phsical sciences because institutionalists see
society as a ehanging and never-ending living organism; and thus, institutional economic
theory takes the social and economic problem s with in the society and try to come up
with solid and concrete soluıions within the society. Moreover, institutionalists believe
that the main scope of cco[lomic theories is institulions. To them, the mechanical
economic laws offer nothing to sol ve real economic phcnomena or to provide suitable
economic policies. The institutionalist economic theory is reaıistic and non-dogmatic in
its scope and institutionalists are activists and optimists.

Therefore, it is elear enough that insLİtutional economics has soulutions to all
social, economie and politkal problem s that todayis socielies faee, infiuences recent
economic theories, and w::ıuld certainly innuence future economic theories. The
institutionalists economic thı~ory can be the approach of the twenty-fırst century, and the
future aspect of economic theories is most likely to be shaped by the hands of
institutionalists.
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